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Abstract

Two-level orthogonal arrays of strength 3 permit the study of the main effects and
the two-factor interactions of the experimental factors. These arrays are classified into
regular and nonregular designs. Good regular designs are available in the literature
for large run sizes that are a power of 2. In contrast, good nonregular designs, which
have run sizes that are multiples of 8 and are more flexible alternatives to regular
designs, are not available for large numbers of runs because their construction is
challenging. In this paper, we introduce a collection of strength-3 nonregular designs
with large run sizes that, to the best of our knowledge, have not been explored
before in the design literature. Using theoretical results and algorithmic approaches,
we construct nonregular designs with up to 1280 runs. Our designs fill the gaps
between the available strength-3 designs with large run sizes and outperform many
comparably-sized benchmark designs in terms of the aliasing among the two-factor
interactions. We show the applicability of our collection of strength-3 designs using
an infrared sensor experiment. Supplementary materials for this paper are available
online.

Keywords: Generalized minimum aberration, generalized resolution, linear permutation,
orthogonal array, two-factor interaction, variable neighborhood search.
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1 Introduction

Two-level designs are the most commonly used experimental plans for studying the effect

of many factors simultaneously. Many two-level designs currently in use involve orthogonal

arrays (OAs). Denoting the two levels for each factor by −1 and +1, these OAs have main

effects contrast vectors that are level-balanced and orthogonal to each other.

Due to the rapidly increasing computational power, more and more large two-level

OAs are being used in large-scale computer experiments involving simulation of complex

physical processes. Most of these processes require the correct identification of the main

effects (MEs) and the two-factor interactions (2FIs) of the experimental factors to better

understand their performance. This paper is motivated by a practical experiment involving

a sensitivity analysis of a surveillance infrared sensor (Lefebvre et al., 2010b). In order

to assess the performance of an infrared sensor to detect a simulated combat aircraft, 28

input factors at two levels were considered. The factors included flight conditions variables,

aircraft characteristics and atmosphere related factors. The goal of the experiment was to

detect the influential effects among the 28 MEs and the 378 2FIs.

A two-level OA has a strength of t if it projects into an equally replicated full 2t factorial

in every subset of t factors. Consequently, an OA of strength t has a run size that is a

multiple of 2t. The optimal OA for the infrared sensor experiment would have a strength of

4. In this OA, all the ME contrast vectors and all the 2FI contrast vectors are orthogonal to

each other, and both the ME estimators and the 2FI estimators have a maximum precision.

A disadvantage of strength-4 OAs is their run size. For instance, the smallest 28-factor

strength-4 OA involves 1024 runs (Hedayat et al., 1999). Lefebvre et al. (2010a) report

that a simulation of an infrared sensor and a combat aircraft requires about three minutes.

This means that simulating all 1024 two-level combinations of 28 factors in a strength-4

OA would require at least 51 hours. A more economical approach would require an OA

of strength 3. Strength-3 OAs have ME contrast vectors that are orthogonal to all 2FI

contrast vectors and so, they permit the estimation of all the MEs with full precision,

independently from the 2FIs. Although there is correlation between pairs of 2FI contrast

vectors, good strength-3 OAs minimize this correlation and provide attractive cost-efficient

alternatives to a strength-4 OA.
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Finding good strength-3 OAs is challenging when the number of factors is larger than 24

or the number of runs is larger than 48, because it is computationally infeasible to enumerate

all OAs for these numbers of factors and runs (Schoen et al., 2010; Bulutoglu and Ryan,

2018). Several methods have been proposed to construct large strength-3 OAs that are

regular designs; see Chen et al. (1993), Block and Mee (2005), Lin and Sitter (2008), Xu

(2009) and Ryan and Bulutoglu (2010). Regular designs are constructed through defining

relations among factors and are described in textbooks such as Mukerjee and Wu (2006)

and Wu and Hamada (2009). These designs have an aliasing structure in which any two

interactions are either fully aliased or not aliased at all (orthogonal). A drawback of regular

designs is that, if two interactions are fully aliased, it is not possible to estimate both effects

at the same time. Another drawback is that they only exist for run sizes that are equal to

2u, where u > 2 is an integer. This means that the run size gaps between available options

get wider as u increases.

All strength-3 OAs that are not regular designs are called nonregular designs. These

designs have run sizes that are multiples of 8 and fill the gaps between the regular designs.

In nonregular designs, two interactions may be neither orthogonal nor fully aliased. For

this reason, they generally allow more effects to be estimated than comparably-sized reg-

ular designs. We refer the reader to Xu (2015) for a recent review on nonregular designs.

Unlike regular designs, large nonregular designs are, to a large extent, unexplored research

territory. The construction of good nonregular designs is more challenging than the con-

struction of regular designs for two simple reasons: (i) nonregular designs do not have a

unified mathematical description and (ii) the class of nonregular designs is much larger than

the class of regular designs. Algebraic and combinatorial methods have been proposed to

construct large nonregular designs. Xu and Wong (2007) described a systematic procedure

for constructing nonregular designs from quaternary linear codes, and constructed designs

with up to 256 runs and up to 64 factors. A weakness of their construction method is that

it is limited to run sizes that are a power of 2. Mee (2009, ch. 7) provides a comprehen-

sive review of 32-, 36-, 40-, 44- and 48-factor strength-3 nonregular designs constructed

by folding-over Hadamard matrices of orders 32, 36, 40, 44 and 48, respectively. Cheng

et al. (2008) constructed 192-run strength-3 nonregular designs with 48-60 factors from
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Kronecker products of a Hadamard matrix and a strength-3 OA.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we develop a method to construct

large strength-3 nonregular designs for any number of factors and with run sizes that may

or may not be a power of 2. Our construction method involves theoretical results and an

algorithmic approach to generate good nonregular designs in terms of the aliasing among

interactions. Second, we generate strength-3 nonregular designs with large run sizes that,

to the best of our knowledge, have not been explored before in the design literature. We

generate a collection of strength-3 nonregular designs with 96-1280 runs and up to 40 fac-

tors, for instance for the infrared sensor experiment. Unlike available strength-3 designs,

our design options permit the estimation of all the MEs and all the 2FIs for this experi-

ment using a smaller number of runs than a strength-4 OA. Our collection includes many

strength-3 nonregular designs that outperform the available benchmark designs in terms of

the aliasing among the 2FIs. Our strength-3 nonregular designs whose run sizes are not a

power of 2 were previously unknown and fill the gap between available designs of strength

3. An attractive property of our designs is that they can be efficiently partitioned into

smaller blocks of runs, thus offering more flexibility for the experimentation. Supplemen-

tary materials for this paper include a Matlab implementation of our construction method

and supplementary tables to generate our collection of strength-3 designs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the classification

criteria for strength-3 designs. In Section 3, we detail our construction method. Section 4

introduces our large strength-3 nonregular designs and shows how to partition these designs

into smaller blocks of runs. We return to the infrared sensor experiment in Section 5 and

discuss alternative design options. Section 6 ends the paper with concluding remarks and

future research directions.

2 Classification of strength-3 designs

We briefly review the G-aberration and generalized resolution (Deng and Tang, 1999), and

the G2-aberration (Tang and Deng, 1999) criteria used to evaluate two-level orthogonal

designs of strength 3. Let D be a two-level design of strength 3 with N runs and m factors.

Design D is represented by an N × m matrix where each row corresponds to a run and
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each column to a factor. Each element of the matrix can take the levels −1 or +1. For

S = {l1, . . . , lk}, a subset of k different factors of D = (dil), define

jk(S;D) =
N∑
i=1

dil1 · · · dilk .

It is easy to see that jk(S;D) is the sum of the elements of a k-factor interaction contrast

vector involving the factors in S. The |jk(S;D)| values are called the Jk-characteristics.

Deng and Tang (2002) showed that the Jk-characteristics of a strength-3 design D neces-

sarily equal N − 8q, where q ≤ N/8 is a non-negative integer.

In this paper, we follow Cheng et al. (2004) and use the aliasing index ρk(S;D) =

|jk(S;D)|/N to measure the amount of aliasing between the intercept column and a k-factor

interaction contrast vector involving the factors in S. It is obvious that 0 ≤ ρk(S;D) ≤ 1.

When ρk(S;D) = 1, the k-factor interaction involving the factors in S is fully aliased with

the intercept, and we say that the factors in S form a complete word of length k. When

0 < ρk(S;D) < 1, the k-factor interaction involving the factors in S is partially aliased

with the intercept, and we say that the factors in S form a partial word of length k with

aliasing index ρk(S;D). When ρk(S;D) = 0, the factors in S do not form a word and so

the k-factor interaction involving the factors in S is not aliased with the intercept. If D

is a regular design, a k-factor set S either forms a complete word of length k or does not

form a word. The Jk-characteristics and the complete words of a regular design are visible

from its defining relation.

For a strength-3 design D, any J1-, J2- and J3-characteristic is zero and thus there are no

words of lengths 1, 2 and 3. However, D does have non-zero J4-characteristics and partial

or complete words of length 4. A 4-factor interaction contrast vector is the Hadamard

product of two 2FI contrast vectors. Whenever a complete word of length 4 occurs in D,

this implies that 3 pairs of 2FIs are fully aliased. Partial words of length 4 imply partially

aliased 2FIs. If a 4-factor interaction contrast vector is orthogonal to the intercept column,

this implies that certain pairs of 2FIs are not aliased at all. Similarly, words of length 5

account for the aliasing between 2FIs and three-factor interactions (3FIs).

For a set S, let |S| be its cardinality. The generalized resolution (Deng and Tang, 1999)
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of a strength-t design D is defined as

GR(D) = r + 1−max
|S|=r

ρr(S;D),

where r = t+ 1. For a strength-3 design D, 4 ≤ GR(D) < 5 and, ideally, the GR(D) value

is large because this implies a small maximum ρ4(S;D) value. If D is a strength-3 regular

design, GR(D) = 4.

The frequencies of the Jk-characteristics calculated for all k-factor interaction contrast

vectors are generally collected in a vector Fk = (fk1, . . . , fkv), where v = N/8 and fkq

denotes the frequency with which the Jk-characteristics equal 8(v + 1− q). The frequency

of the zero value is usually omitted. The confounding frequency vector (CFV) of a strength-

3 design D is

CFV (D) = [F4; . . . ;Fm] .

The G-aberration criterion (Deng and Tang, 1999) sequentially minimizes the components

in the CFV from left to right. So, if two designs have fkq as the first nonequal component in

their CFVs, the design with smaller fkq is preferred according to the G-aberration criterion,

as it provides less severe aliasing between pairs of interactions.

A relaxed version of the G-aberration criterion is the G2-aberration criterion (Tang and

Deng, 1999). For k = 1, . . . ,m, define

Bk(D) =
∑
|S|=k

(ρk(S;D))2.

The vector (B1(D), . . . , Bm(D)) is called the generalized wordlength pattern (GWLP).

For a strength-3 design D, B1(D) = B2(D) = B3(D) = 0. The G2-aberration criterion

sequentially minimizes the components of the GWLP from left to right. So, if two designs

have Bk as the first nonequal component in their GWLPs, the design with smaller Bk is

preferred according to the G2-aberration criterion. If D is regular, both the CFV and the

GWLP reduce to the traditional wordlength pattern (Box and Hunter, 1961). Moreover,

the G- and G2-aberration criteria are then both equivalent to the traditional aberration

criterion (Fries and Hunter, 1980).

Finally, a strength-3 design D allows the estimation of all the MEs with full precision,

independently from the 2FIs. Design D is said to be even if Bk(D) = 0 for all odd k. In
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an even design, half of the runs are mirror images of the other half, in the sense that the

signs of the factor levels are switched. For this reason, it allows at most N/2 − 1 degrees

of freedom for estimating 2FIs (Cheng et al., 2008). Butler (2004, 2007) showed that all

strength-3 designs for which m ≥ N/3 must be even. If D does not consist of mirror image

pairs only, it is called even-odd and has Bk(D) > 0 for some even and odd values of k.

Even-odd designs generally allow many more degrees of freedom for estimating 2FIs than

even designs.

3 Construction method

Our construction method concatenates multiple copies of a regular design and performs

column permutations as well as sign switches to the elements of one or more columns in

the copies. We refer to a copy involving column or row permutations, or sign switches

of the elements in one or more columns of the regular design as an isomorphic copy. We

use isomorphic copies of a regular design, which we call parent designs, because of their

simple aliasing structure that is available from their defining relations. In a regular design,

a permutation of the factor columns is equivalent to re-labeling the factors in its defining

relation. Moreover, a sign switch of the elements in a factor column is equivalent to a sign

change of that factor in the defining relation. If the number of parent designs is not a

power of 2, our concatenated design necessarily has a run size that is not a power of 2.

Otherwise, it has a run size that is a power of 2. In either case, the end product of our

concatenation procedure is a nonregular design.

Concatenating multiple isomorphic copies of a regular design dates back to John (1961,

1962) and Addelman (1961). These authors concatenated three isomorphic copies involving

sign switches of the elements in one or more columns of a regular design to obtain nonregular

designs with up to 9 factors and 96 runs. Based on a similar idea, Mee (2004) showed that

a 16- and a 47-factor strength-4 designs with 256 and 2048 runs, respectively, can be

constructed by concatenating multiple isomorphic copies of a regular design. Pajak and

Addelman (1975) considered permuting two columns in copies of a strength-2 regular design

and found the minimum number of these copies so that the concatenated design allows the

estimation of all the MEs and all the 2FIs. Addelman (1969) and Liao et al. (1996) proposed
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methods to sequentially augment regular designs with isomorphic copies involving only sign

switches of the elements in one or more columns. However, these authors’ methods use

exhaustive enumeration algorithms which are computationally infeasible for constructing

concatenated designs with more than 18 factors or 256 runs. In contrast to all these

concatenation approaches, our method provides a systematic way to concatenate isomorphic

copies of a regular design and permits the construction of nonregular concatenated designs

for any number of factors and with more than 256 runs.

We first discuss the effect of column permutations together with the procedure to con-

catenate several parent designs. Next, we consider sign switches to the elements in one or

more columns in the parents so as to improve the concatenated design. For simplicity, we

use the terms ‘factor permutation’ and ‘sign switch of a factor’ to refer to a permutation

of the factor columns and to a sign switch of the elements of a factor column, respectively.

We also denote a regular design with m factors and p generators as a 2m−p design. The

following lemma, central for our construction method, relates the Jk-characteristics of the

parent designs to the ones of the concatenated design:

Lemma 1. The jk(S;C) value of the concatenated design C can be calculated as the sum

of the jk(S;Di) values of the parent designs Di over the same k-factor set S.

The proofs of all the results in this paper are included in Supplementary Section A.

3.1 Permute all basic factors

Completely evaluating all possible factor permutations in d copies of a 2m−p design is

computationally infeasible when m > 10. For this reason, we choose to limit the evaluation

to those from a well-defined subset of permutations, namely the class of linear permutations

on the basic factors of the 2m−p design. This is because linear permutations have a simple

form and allow us to establish general results to concatenate several parent designs. Linear

permutations are formally defined as follows:

Definition 1. For an integer u, a linear permutation lu over Zb = {0, . . . , b − 1} is the

permutation such that lu(x) = x+ u (mod b), for x ∈ Zb.
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Note that there are b linear permutations of b elements and that l0 is the identity permu-

tation. For convenience, we also use Zb = {1, . . . , b} when permuting b factors in a 2m−p

design according to lu(x) so that the new factor labels take values between 1 and b.

We permute the basic factors of the 2m−p design because this allows us to easily charac-

terize the aliasing structure of the concatenated design. This is illustrated in the following

example:

Example 1. Let D0 be a 29−4 design with basic factors 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and generators

6 = 123, 7 = 124, 8 = 135 and 9 = 145. The defining relation of D0 is

I = 1236 = 1247 = 1358 = 1459 = 3467 = 2568 = 234569 = 234578

= 2579 = 3489 = 145678 = 135679 = 124689 = 123789 = 6789. (1)

A positive or negative word of length k in the defining relation (1) defines a k-factor set S

with jk(S;D0) equal to +2m−p or −2m−p, respectively. For instance, 1236 in (1) defines the

set S1 = {1, 2, 3, 6} with jk(S1;D0) = 32. Design D0 has a strength of 3, GR(D0) = 4 and

partial GWLP (B4(D0), B5(D0), B6(D0)) = (9, 0, 6). Consider an isomorphic copy of this

29−4 design, D1, formed by applying the linear permutation l1 to the set of basic factors.

This permutation transforms 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 4→ 5 and 5→ 1. The defining relation

of D1 is

I = 2346 = 2357 = 1248 = 1259 = 4567 = 1368 = 134569 = 134578

= 1379 = 4589 = 125678 = 124679 = 235689 = 234789 = 6789. (2)

Let D2 be a second isomorphic copy formed by applying l2 to the set of basic factors. That

is, l2 maps 1→ 3, 2→ 4, 3→ 5, 4→ 1 and 5→ 2. The defining relation of D2 is

I = 3456 = 1347 = 2358 = 1239 = 1567 = 2468 = 124569 = 124578

= 2479 = 1589 = 123678 = 235679 = 134689 = 345789 = 6789. (3)

The defining relations (1), (2) and (3) have one word in common, namely 6789, which

contains only the generated factors. Let C be the 9-factor 96-run design constructed by

concatenating D0, D1 and D2. By Lemma 1, the word containing only generated factors

defines a complete word of length 4 in C because the factor set S2 = {6, 7, 8, 9} has
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j4(S2;C) = j4(S2;D0) + j4(S2;D1) + j4(S2;D2) = 32 + 32 + 32 = 96, and so ρ4(S2;C) =

96/96 = 1. This means that the 2FI pairs 67 and 89, 68 and 79, and 69 and 78 are fully

aliased in C. Words containing generated and basic factors in (1), (2) and (3) appear in

only one defining relation and define partial words of length k with ρk(S;C) = 1/3 in C,

where k equals 4 or 6. For instance, the word 1236 appears in (1) but not in (2) and (3).

So, the factor set S1 has j4(S1;D1) = j4(S1;D2) = 0. By Lemma 1, j4(S1;C) = 32 and thus

ρ4(S1;C) = 1/3. This implies that the 2FI pairs 12 and 36, 13 and 26, and 16 and 23 are

only partially aliased in C. The strength-3 9-factor 96-run design C then has 1 complete

word of length 4 and 42 partial words; 24 of length 4 with ρ4(S;C) = 1/3, and 18 of length

6 with ρ6(S;C) = 1/3. Moreover, GR(C) = 4 and (B4(C), B5(C), B6(C)) = (11/3, 0, 2).

Example 1 shows that linear permutations on the set of basic factors of the 2m−p design

allow a simple characterization of the aliasing structure of the concatenated design. The

complete word in the concatenated design contains only the generated factors of the 2m−p

design. In general, if we permute or re-label the basic factors in the defining relation of a

2m−p design, the words that do not change are the ones involving only generated factors,

and the ones containing generated factors and all basic factors. These words, if included in

the defining relation, result in complete words in a design constructed by concatenating an

unmodified copy and isomorphic copies involving linear permutations (or any other class

of permutations) on the set of basic factors of the 2m−p design. On the other hand, words

in the defining relation of the 2m−p design that contain generated factors and a subset of

basic factors define factor sets that form partial words in the concatenated design. This is

because these words are transformed into new ones, which also involve basic and generated

factors, in the defining relations of the isomorphic copies as in Example 1. Supplementary

Section B shows that permuting other sets of factors such as the generated factors or all

factors does not allow such simple characterization of the aliasing structure.

We further simplify the aliasing structure of our concatenated designs by imposing the

following condition to the regular designs:

Condition 1. There are no complete words containing generated factors and all basic

factors.

This condition ensures that the possible complete words in a concatenated design only
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include the generated factors of the 2m−p design used. Note that the 29−4 design in Example

1 satisfies Condition 1. We will later show that Condition 1 is not practically relevant for

constructing large nonregular designs of strength 3. However, it is useful to establish the

following general result to concatenate several isomorphic copies of a 2m−p design:

Theorem 1. Consider a 2m−p design D0 satisfying Condition 1 and let g be its number

of complete words containing only generated factors. Let b = m − p be a prime number

and Du be the isomorphic copy of D0 formed by applying lu to the set of basic factors for

u 6= 0 (mod b). For d = 2, . . . , b, the design constructed by concatenating D0, . . . , Dd−1 has

2m−pd runs, g complete words and d(2p−g−1) partial words with an aliasing index of 1/d.

When b is a prime, the isomorphic copies of D0 involving linear permutations on the ba-

sic factors have different complete words containing basic and generated factors. Therefore,

the 2p − g − 1 complete words containing basic and generated factors in each isomorphic

copy result in a total of d(2p−g−1) partial words with an aliasing index of 1/d in the con-

catenated design. The lengths of the partial words in Theorem 1 are given by the lengths of

the words containing basic and generated factors in the defining relation of D0. Similarly,

the lengths of the g complete words are given by the lengths of the words containing only

generated factors in the defining relation of D0. Note that if D0 has a strength of 3, the

concatenated design in Theorem 1 has a strength of 3 too and complete and partial words

of length at least 4. Moreover, it is easy to see that if D0 is even-odd, Theorem 1 generates

a concatenated design that is even-odd too. If D0 is even, the concatenated design is also

even and provides at most d(2m−p−1 − 1) degrees of freedom for estimating 2FIs. The

concatenated design in Theorem 1 has a feature that any interaction involving a subset of

basic factors is not fully aliased with any other interactions.

If b is not a prime, the properties in Theorem 1 do not hold because of possibly repeat

complete words containing basic and generated factors in the parent designs; see Supple-

mentary Section C for details. In the next section, we show how to concatenate isomorphic

copies of a regular design with a number of basic factors that is not a prime in such a way

that the aliasing structure of the concatenated design is still readily available.
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3.2 Permute a subset of basic factors

A strategy to concatenate several isomorphic copies of a 2m−p design when m − p is not

a prime is to permute a prime number of basic factors while fixing the rest. In that case,

we apply the permutations lu only to a subset of the basic factors to form the isomorphic

copies. For instance, for 6 or 8 basic factors, we permute 5 or 7 basic factors, respectively.

For 9 basic factors, we can permute a subset of 5 or 7 basic factors. This strategy results

in concatenated designs with complete words of the following types:

Type 1: Those containing only generated factors and the fixed basic factors.

Type 2: Those containing all of the permuted basic factors and other factors.

Type 3: Those containing only generated factors.

On the other hand, each partial word in the concatenated design consists of non-empty

subsets of generated factors and permuted basic factors. This is illustrated in the following

example:

Example 2. Consider the 210−4 design with basic factors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, and generators

7 = 123, 8 = 1245, 9 = 1246 and t0 = 1356. Let D0, D1 and D2 be three isomorphic copies

of this 210−4 design formed by applying l0, l1 and l2, respectively, to the subset of basic

factors {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The defining relations of these designs are

D0 : I = 1237 = 12458 = 12469 = 1356t0 = 34578 = 34679 = 2567t0 = 5689

= 23468t0 = 23459t0 = 12356789 = 14678t0 = 14579t0 = 1389t0 = 2789t0,

D1 : I = 2347 = 12358 = 23569 = 1246t0 = 14578 = 45679 = 1367t0 = 1689

= 34568t0 = 13459t0 = 12346789 = 25678t0 = 12579t0 = 2489t0 = 3789t0,

D2 : I = 3457 = 12348 = 13469 = 2356t0 = 12578 = 15679 = 2467t0 = 2689

= 14568t0 = 12459t0 = 23456789 = 13678t0 = 12379t0 = 3589t0 = 4789t0.

Design D0 (as well as D1 and D2) has a strength of 3, GR(D0) = 4 and partial GWLP

(B4(D0), B5(D0), B6(D0), B7(D0), B8(D0)) = (2, 8, 4, 0, 1). The defining relations of D0,

D1 and D2 do not have words of Types 1, 2 and 3. Consider the 10-factor 192-run design

D constructed by concatenating D0, D1 and D2. By Lemma 1, D has 45 partial words
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and no complete words. In particular, it has 6 words with ρ4(S;D) = 1/3, 24 words with

ρ5(S;D) = 1/3, 12 words with ρ6(S;D) = 1/3, and 3 words with ρ8(S;D) = 1/3. So,

GR(D) = 4.66 and (B4(D), B5(D), B6(D), B7(D), B8(D)) = (2/3, 8/3, 4/3, 0, 1/3).

Permuting any other set of 5 basic factors in Example 2 also generates a concate-

nated design without complete words, except for the sets {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} and {1, 3, 4, 5, 6}.

If the set {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} is permuted, the concatenated design will have the factor set

{1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} as a complete word of Type 2. If the set {1, 3, 4, 5, 6} is permuted,

the concatenated design will have the factor set {2, 7, 8, 9, t0} as a complete word of Type

1. None of the possible concatenated designs will have words of Type 3.

The following result provides a procedure to concatenate several isomorphic copies of a

regular design with a number of basic factors that is not a prime:

Theorem 2. Consider a 2m−p design D0 and let B be a subset of its basic factors where

b = |B| is a prime number. Let Du be the isomorphic copy of D0 formed by applying

lu to the factors in B for u 6= 0 (mod b). For d = 2, . . . , b, the design constructed by

concatenating D0, . . . , Dd−1 has 2m−pd runs, h complete words and d(2p − h − 1) partial

words with an aliasing index of 1/d, where h is the number of complete words of Types 1,

2 and 3 in D0.

Although the number of complete words in the concatenated design depends on the

set of permuted basic factors, it does not depend on the linear permutations. For this

reason, the properties in Theorem 2 hold. The lengths of the h complete words in Theorem

2 are given by the lengths of the complete words of Types 1, 2 and 3 in D0. Similarly,

the lengths of the partial words are given by the lengths of the complete words consisting

of non-empty subsets of generated factors and permuted basic factors in D0. Theorem 2

does not require D0 to satisfy Condition 1 because the words containing generated factors

and all basic factors are of Type 2. The concatenated design in Theorem 2 has a feature

that any interaction involving a subset of factors in B is not fully aliased with any other

interactions.

Finally, for a given number of parent designs, we can construct all concatenated designs

by Theorem 2 using all possible subsets B of basic factors. Then, we can choose the

best concatenated design in terms of the G- or G2-aberration criterion. Clearly, we prefer
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subsets B with large numbers of factors as they reduce the number of possible complete

words of Types 1 and 2 in the concatenated design.

3.3 Algorithmic improvement of designs

To remove the complete words in our concatenated designs, we apply sign switches to the

generated factors in one or more parent designs. This is because, for a 2m−p design with

possibly permuted factors, sign switches in any set of factors are equivalent to sign switches

in a set that only contains generated factors (Li and Lin, 2016). Consider the following

example:

Example 3. (Continuation of Example 1.) To turn the complete word in the concatenated

design C into a partial word, we can change the sign of any generated factor in (1), (2) or

(3). For instance, consider D−1 to be as D1 but with the sign for factor 6 switched. The

defining relation of D−1 is

I = −2346 = 2357 = 1248 = 1259 = −4567 = −1368 = −134569 = 134578

= 1379 = 4589 = −125678 = −124679 = −235689 = 234789 = −6789.

Let C ′ be the 9-factor 96-run design constructed by concatenating D0, D−1 and D2. By

Lemma 1, the factor set S2 = {6, 7, 8, 9} has a j4(S2;C
′) = j4(S2;D0) + j4(S2;D−1) +

j4(S2;D2) = 32 − 32 + 32 = 32. Thus, ρ4(S2;C
′) = 1/3 and S2 forms a partial word of

length 4 in C ′. This implies that the 2FI pairs 67 and 89, 68 and 79, and 69 and 78,

which were fully aliased in C, are now only partially aliased. The Jk-characteristics for

sets S containing both basic and generated factors are the same for C and C ′. There-

fore, design C ′ has 25 partial words (one more than C) of length 4 with ρ4(S;C ′) = 1/3

and 18 partial words of length 6 with ρ6(S;C ′) = 1/3. Moreover, GR(C ′) = 4.66 and

(B4(C
′), B5(C

′), B6(C
′)) = (25/9, 0, 2). In contrast, the original design C in Example

1 had GR(C) = 4 and (B4(C), B5(C), B6(C)) = (11/3, 0, 2). Hence, D−1, obtained by

switching the sign of factor 6, provides a reduction of 8/9 in the B4 value and an increase

of 2/3 in the generalized resolution of the concatenated design.

The total number of sets of generated factors for which the signs can be switched in d

copies of a 2m−p design is 2pd. Evaluating the sign switches in all possible subsets of these
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factors is computationally infeasible when d > 3 and p > 9. For this reason, we develop

a Variable Neighborhood Search algorithm to search for the best set of generated factors

for sign switching in each parent design, so as to minimize the aliasing of our concatenated

designs.

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS, Hansen and Mladenović, 2001) is a metaheuristic

that systematically explores more than one neighborhood. A neighborhood is defined by

a type of change that can be made to a given solution. The rationale for using more than

one neighborhood is that a solution which is a local optimum with respect to one neighbor-

hood is not necessarily a local optimum with respect to another neighborhood. Therefore,

escaping from a locally optimal solution can be done by changing the neighborhood. On

various occasions, VNS has been used to construct experimental designs; see Garroi et al.

(2009), Sartono et al. (2015) and Syafitri and Goos (2015).

Our VNS algorithm performs systematic changes to the parent designs so as to minimize

the number of complete words in our concatenated designs. To this end, the algorithm se-

quentially minimizes the CFV calculated only from the factor sets that define the complete

words, because the other words are not affected. Let the isomorphic copies D0, . . . , Dd−1 of

a 2m−p design be formed as in Theorem 1 or 2, and let G be the set of generated factors ap-

pearing in the complete words of the resulting concatenated design. The neighborhood Ni,

i = 1, . . . , d− 1, involves the sign switch of any one factor in G, in Di. Note that |G| ≤ p,

thus decreasing the number of factors in which to switch the signs. Our neighborhoods do

not include changes in D0 since they are irrelevant for the optimization procedure.

Our VNS algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. First, a starting concatenated design

and the set G are obtained; see lines 1 and 2 in Algorithm 1. The VNS algorithm then

explores the first neighborhood (N1) of the starting design. To this end, it randomly orders

the factors in G. Next, it selects the first factor in G and an attempt is made to improve the

concatenated design by sign switching this factor in D1. If a better design is indeed found,

the VNS algorithm continues by exploring the first neighborhood of the newly obtained,

improved design. If the design does not lead to an improvement, the second factor in G is

selected and an attempt is made to improve the initial design by sign switching this factor

in D1. The exploration of N1 continues until the sign switch of every single factor in G has
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the VNS algorithm.

Input: D0, . . . , Dd−1

1 C ← Concatenate D0, . . . , Dd−1

2 Generate G, the set of generated factors appearing in the complete words of C.

3 Set i← 0

4 while i < d− 1 do

5 i← i+ 1

6 Randomly order the factors in G.

7 Set j ← 1

8 Set improvement← False

9 repeat

10 f ← Select the jth factor in G.

11 D′i ← Sign switch factor f in Di.

12 C ′ ← Concatenate D0, . . . , D
′
i, . . . , Dd−1

13 if C ′ is better than C then

14 Di ← D′i

15 C ← C ′

16 improvement← True

17 i← 0

18 j ← j + 1

19 until improvement is True or j > |G|;
Output: concatenated design C

been tested in D1. If this does not yield any better concatenated design than the current

best one, the algorithm starts exploring the second neighborhood (N2), in the same fashion.

As soon as the exploration of N2 results in an improved design, the VNS algorithm returns

to N1 and explores that first neighborhood of the improved design. If the exploration of

the second neighborhood does not produce an improved design, the third neighborhood

(N3) is explored, and so on, until the last neighborhood (Nd−1) is explored. The process is

repeated until no further improvement can be reached.

To increase the likelihood of finding the best possible improved design, the VNS algo-
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rithm is repeated a number of times, each time exploring the factors in G in a random

order in each parent design, and the overall best design is reported. We include a Matlab

implementation of the VNS algorithm in the supplementary materials.

4 Large nonregular designs of strength three

We construct two-level nonregular designs of strength 3 with 96-1280 runs and up to 40

factors. Our designs minimize the number of complete and partial words of length 4 because

they quantify the most serious aliasing in strength-3 designs, namely the aliasing among

the 2FIs. We first detail the regular designs used and the specifications for our construction

procedure. Next, we discuss the collection of strength-3 designs and show how to partition

these designs into smaller blocks of runs.

4.1 Specifications

We use strength-3 regular designs that have minimum aberration (MA). More specifically,

we consider MA designs with 32, 64, 128 and 256 runs and 5, 6, 7 and 8 basic factors,

respectively. The 32-run MA designs with 11 factors or more and the 64-run designs with

21 factors or more are even. The rest of our regular designs are even-odd. Details regarding

these designs are included in Supplementary Section D.

We construct concatenated designs using Theorems 1 and 2 with d = 3, 4 and 5 for the

32-, 64- and 256-run MA designs. For the 128-run MA designs, we consider d = 3, . . . , 7.

A close inspection of the MA designs with a prime number of basic factors revealed that

some of them have complete words containing generated factors and all basic factors. So,

they do not satisfy Condition 1 in Theorem 1. However, these words necessarily have a

length larger than 5 and, consequently, they do not affect the aliasing among the 2FIs. For

this reason, we can ignore Condition 1 when constructing strength-3 concatenated designs

from MA designs with 5 and 7 basic factors.

For the 64-run MA designs, we consider subsets of basic factors B with |B| = 5 in

Theorem 2. We improve all six concatenated designs using the VNS algorithm and report

the best design and the best factor to keep fixed. We construct concatenated designs from
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the 256-run MA designs in a similar fashion using subsets of basic factors B with |B| = 7.

The concatenated designs from the 64- and 256-run MA designs do not have complete words

of length 4 of Type 2 as the number of permuted basic factors is 5 and 7, respectively.

To improve our concatenated designs, we consider the F4 vector as the objective func-

tion for the VNS algorithm because we favor designs with the smallest number of complete

words of length 4. Note that sequentially minimizing the F4 vector automatically maxi-

mizes the generalized resolution. For each design case, we execute the VNS algorithm 100

times. As the best solution is usually found after only a few iterations, we consider 100

to be more than enough. Detailed analysis of the operation of the algorithm showed that

all neighborhoods are used when searching for the best solution. The computing times of

the algorithm are between 11 and 17 seconds per iteration on a standard CPU (Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7 processor, 2.8 Ghz, 8 GB) to optimize a 40-factor 768-run design constructed

from 6 isomorphic copies of the MA 240−33 design. In Supplementary Section E, we high-

light the contributions of our theoretical results and the VNS algorithm for constructing

nonregular strength-3 designs.

4.2 Tables of designs

Tables 1-4 present the most interesting strength-3 designs we found. Our complete collec-

tion of designs, the factors for which to switch the signs in the parent designs, and the best

basic factors to keep fixed in the 64- and 256-run MA designs are included in Supplemen-

tary Sections F and G. Tables 1-4 include the number of factors, the number of runs, the

generalized resolution (GR), the F4 vector, the B4 value and the number of parent designs

(d) of our concatenated designs.

4.2.1 Designs obtained from 32-run regular designs

Table 1 shows strength-3 designs with 96-160 runs and 9-16 factors obtained from the

32-run MA designs. The 96-run designs have a GR value of 4.66, except for the 15- and

16-factor designs which have a GR value of 4. For 9, 10 and 11 factors, in principle, 96

runs is enough to estimate all the 2FIs in addition to the MEs. However, only our 96-run

designs with 9 and 10 factors permit the estimation of all these effects simultaneously. Our
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96-run designs with 11 factors or more do not allow the estimation of the 2FIs because they

are constructed from three isomorphic copies of an even design. Thus, they do not allow

the estimation of more than 3(32/2 − 1) = 45 2FIs. For 9, 10 and 11 factors, alternative

96-run designs of strength 2 that do allow the estimation of all the MEs and all the 2FIs

simultaneously can be found in Mee (2009, ch. 8). A drawback of these designs is that the

ME contrast vectors are correlated with the 2FI contrast vectors.

Table 1 shows 160-run designs with 10-16 factors and a 128-run design with 16 factors.

The 160-run designs have a GR value of 4.8, except for the 15- and 16-factor designs which

have a GR value of 4.4. The 16-factor 128-run design has a GR value of 4.5. For 128

runs, benchmark 16-factor designs of strength 3 are available in Xu and Wong (2007) and

Xu (2009). Our 128-run design outperforms the benchmark designs in terms of the G-

aberration criterion. Note that the 16-factor 128-run design in Table 1 has a larger GR

value than the corresponding design with 160 runs. However, the 160-run design has a

better B4 value than the smaller alternative.

Table 1 also shows that the 160-run designs with 10, 11 and 12 factors permit the

estimation of all the 2FIs. For 13 factors or more, our 160-run designs do not allow the

estimation of all the 2FIs because they are constructed from five isomorphic copies of an

even design. So, they cannot estimate more than 5(32/2− 1) = 75 2FIs.

Table 1 does not report our 128-run designs with 10-15 factors nor our 9-factor 160-run

design because comparable designs of strength 4 are available in the literature (Hedayat

et al., 1999; Bulutoglu and Ryan, 2018). Although smaller strength-4 alternatives to our

160-run designs with 10-15 factors exist, the table does report our strength-3 160-run

designs since, for these numbers of factors, strength-4 160-run designs do not exist; see

Bulutoglu and Ryan (2018). All our strength-3 designs with 128 and 160 runs are shown

in Supplementary Section F.

A referee pointed out that some of our concatenated designs have repeat runs. More

specifically, the 10-factor 96-run design and the 160-run designs with 12-14 factors in Ta-

ble 1 have two duplicate runs each. Other designs with repeat runs in the table are the

9-factor 96-run design and the 11-factor 160-run design with four duplicate runs each, and

the 10-factor 160-run design with two quadruplicate runs. Repeat runs are attractive for
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physical experiments as they provide a pure error estimate of the error variance. However,

repeat runs are not helpful for computer experiments where the simulations are determin-

istic. Supplementary Section F shows that 36 out of all the 193 concatenated designs we

constructed have repeat runs.

4.2.2 Designs obtained from 64-run regular designs

Table 2 shows strength-3 designs with 192-320 runs and 17-26 factors obtained from the

64-run MA designs. For 21 factors or more, the designs in the table are even since their

64-run parent designs are even; see Supplementary Section D for details on these parents.

Table 2 shows that our 192-run designs with 17 and 18 factors have a GR value of 4.66.

For 19 factors or more, our 192-run designs have a GR value of 4. For 20-26 factors, the

table shows strength-3 designs with 256 runs. Our 256-run designs have a GR value of 4,

except for 20 and 21 factors. For these numbers of factors, the 256-run designs have a GR

value as large as 4.5. Strength-3 benchmarks with 256 runs are available in Xu and Wong

(2007) and Xu (2009). Our 256-run designs outperform the best regular designs in Xu

(2009) in terms of the G-aberration criterion. For 20 and 21 factors, our 256-run designs

also have a smaller G-aberration than the benchmarks obtained from quaternary linear

codes (QLCs) in Xu and Wong (2007). However, for 22 factors or more, the QLC designs

have a GR value as large as 4.5 and thus a smaller G-aberration than our 256-run designs.

The fact that the 256-run QLC designs have larger GR values than our designs is because

they are even-odd. This means that they cannot be constructed by concatenating four

strength-3 64-run designs, which are even for 22 factors or more. Therefore, the 256-run

QLC designs necessarily consist of four 64-run designs of strength 2 or less.

Table 2 gives 320-run designs with 20-26 factors and a GR value of 4.4. For 20 and 21

factors, these designs provide a smaller GR value but a better B4 value than the 256-run

designs in the table. It is interesting to mention that for 24 factors or more, our 320-run

designs provide a larger GR value than the regular 512-run designs in Xu (2009), which

have a GR value of only 4. So, in contrast with the regular 512-run designs, the smaller

designs do not have pairs of 2FIs that are completely aliased. For 17-19 factors, Table 2

does not report our strength-3 designs with 256 and 320 runs because strength-4 256-run
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designs for these numbers of factors are available in Hedayat et al. (1999).

4.2.3 Designs obtained from 128-run regular designs

Table 3 shows strength-3 designs with 384-896 runs and 20-40 factors obtained from the

128-run MA designs. To shorten the discussion, the table includes only our strength-3

designs with a GR value larger than 4. For some numbers of factors, the table omits some

design options because alternative options with a smaller run size and a larger GR value

are available; see Supplementary Section F for details. Table 3 also does not include the

designs with 20-23 factors and 512 runs or more because strength-4 512-run designs for

these numbers of factors are available in Xu (2009).

Table 3 shows 384-run designs with 20-25 factors and a GR value of 4.66. For 20-22

factors, these designs permit the estimation of all the 2FIs. The table also shows 512-run

designs for 24 and 25 factors with a GR value as large as 4.75. For 26-29 factors, our

512-run designs have a GR value of 4.5. The 512-run designs in the table outperform

the strength-3 regular designs in Xu (2009) in terms of the GR value and the G-aberration

criterion. Supplementary Section F includes more 512-run designs with a GR value of 4 that

outperform the best regular designs in Xu (2009) in terms of the G-aberration criterion.

Table 3 shows that only our 512-run designs with 24 and 25 factors permit the estimation

of all the 2FIs.

It is interesting to point out that, in contrast to the regular 512-run designs with 24 and

25 factors in Xu (2009), which have a GR value of 4, our 384-run designs with the same

number of factors do not involve complete words of length 4 and therefore have a GR value

larger than 4; see Table 3. Consequently, they are attractive cost-efficient alternatives to

the regular 512-run designs.

Table 3 includes 640-run designs with 24-26 and 30-36 factors. The designs with 24-26

factors have a GR value of 4.8 and allow the estimation of all the 2FIs. The 640-run designs

with 27-36 factors have a GR value of 4.4. The table lists 768-run designs with 27-35 and

37-40 factors, which have GR values of 4.66 and 4.33, respectively. Table 3 shows 896-run

designs with 24-29 factors and a GR value as large as 4.857. For 36 and 37 factors, the

table also includes 896-run designs with a GR value of 4.571. For 24-29 factors, the designs
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with 768 and 896 runs permit the estimation of all the 2FIs.

For 34-40 factors, Table 3 includes 640- and 768-run design options with a better aliasing

for the 2FIs than the best 1024-run regular designs in Xu (2009). This is because the pairs

of 2FIs are at most partially aliased in our designs. In contrast, the 1024-run benchmarks

have a GR value of 4 and thus have pairs of 2FIs that are completely aliased.

From the designs in Table 3, only the 24-factor designs with 640 and 896 runs, and the

25-factor 896-run design have repeat runs. More specifically, they have two duplicate runs

each.

4.2.4 Designs obtained from 256-run regular designs

Table 4 shows strength-3 designs with 768-1280 runs and 24-36 factors obtained from the

256-run MA designs. For 24-33 factors, the table does not report our strength-3 designs

with 1024 and 1280 runs since 1024-run strength-4 designs are available in Xu (2009).

Our 1024- and 1280-run strength-3 designs for these numbers of factors are included in

Supplementary Section F.

For 768 runs, Table 4 shows that our designs with 24-34 factors have a GR value of 4.66,

whereas our designs with 35 and 36 factors have a GR value of 4. The 34-factor 1024-run

design in the table has a GR value as large as 4.75. For 35 and 36 factors, our 1024-run

designs have a GR value of 4.5. The 1024-run options in the table outperform the best

regular designs in Xu (2009) in terms of the GR value and the G-aberration criterion. It is

also interesting to point out that our 34-factor 768-run design has a larger GR value than

the best 1024-run regular design in Xu (2009), which has a GR value of only 4.

Table 4 shows that our 1280-run designs have a GR value of 4.8 and permit the estima-

tion of all the 2FIs. Other designs that allow the estimation of these effects simultaneously

are the 768-run designs with 24-29 factors and all the 1024-run designs.

As shown in Table 3, for 24-26 factors, our 512- and 640-run designs constructed from

four and five 128-run parent designs, respectively, have larger GR values than the 768-

run alternatives constructed from three 256-run parents in Table 4. This is because the

maximum GR value for a design constructed from three parents is 4.66. In contrast, a

design constructed from four or five parents can have a GR value as large as 4.75 and 4.8,
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respectively. For 27-34 factors, the 768-run designs in Table 3 have a smaller G-aberration

than the 768-run designs in Table 4. However, the 768-run designs with 24-34 factors in

Table 4 have a smaller B4 value than the 512-, 640- and 768-run designs with the same

numbers of factors constructed from 128-run MA designs.

Finally, only the 24-factor 768-run design in Table 4 has repeat runs. More specifically,

this design has four duplicate runs.

4.3 Blocking

For some situations, using our strength-3 designs for a completely randomized experiment

may be infeasible because of their large run sizes. A more convenient approach may be

to partition the designs into smaller blocks of runs that can be conducted on different

machines or days. An attractive property of our concatenated designs is that they can

easily be partitioned in orthogonal blocks. This can be done using each parent design as a

block:

Lemma 2. A design constructed by concatenating d n-run designs of strength t ≥ 2 can

be arranged into d blocks of size n such that the block effects are not confounded with the

main effects and all the j-factor interactions for j = 2, . . . , t.

Lemma 2 implies that the strength-3 designs in Tables 1-4, and also all the strength-3

designs in Supplementary Section F, can be arranged into d blocks of size n, with d the

number of parent designs and n the run size of the regular design used, so that the block

effects are not confounded with the MEs, the 2FIs and even the 3FIs. For instance, the

28-factor 768-run design in Table 4 can be split into 3 blocks of size 256. Assuming that

block and treatment interactions are negligible, differences between the blocks of 256 runs

will not bias the estimation of the MEs and the 2FIs.

Let c be a divisor of d. From Lemma 2, it is evident that our concatenated designs

constructed using a number of n-run parent designs d that is not a prime, can also be

partitioned into c blocks of size nd/c so that the MEs, the 2FIs and the 3FIs are not

confounded with the block effects. For instance, the 28-factor 768-run design in Table 3,

constructed from six 128-run parents, can be arranged into 2, 3 or 6 blocks of sizes 384,

256 and 128, respectively, with the aforementioned properties.
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5 The infrared sensor experiment

The practical experiment that motivated this paper involves a sensitivity analysis of a

surveillance infrared sensor (Lefebvre et al., 2010b). In order to assess the performance of

an infrared sensor to detect a simulated combat aircraft, 28 input factors at two levels were

considered. The goal of the experiment was to estimate the two-factor interaction model,

that is, the model containing the intercept, the 28 MEs and the 378 2FIs, and to detect

the influential effects. It was assumed that three-factor and higher order interactions were

negligible. The design actually used was a strength-4 OA with 1024 runs that provided full

precision to estimate all the effects of interest.

The work we did in this paper allowed us to find three cost-efficient alternatives for

the infrared sensor experiment. Table 5 contains 768- and 896-run nonregular strength-3

designs that can estimate the two-factor interaction model in 28 factors. The table shows

the generalized resolution (GR), the F4 vector, the B4 value and the D-efficiency (shown as

a percentage) for the two-factor interaction model of the design options. The D-efficiency

of a design D with an N × p model matrix XM is defined as (det(XT
MXM))1/p/N . The

768-run designs can be partitioned into 3 or 6 blocks of 256 or 128 runs, respectively. The

896-run design can be split into 7 blocks of 128 runs.

For all designs in Table 5, the MEs can be estimated with full precision and are not

aliased with the 2FIs. Regarding the aliasing among the 2FIs, both 768-run designs have a

generalized resolution as large as 4.66. The 768-run design constructed from 6 blocks of size

128 has 25 J4-characteristics of 256 and thus 75 pairs of 2FIs that are partially aliased with

an aliasing index of only 0.33. This design has other 2610 pairs of 2FIs that are partially

aliased with an aliasing index of 0.16. On the other hand, the 768-run design constructed

from 3 blocks of size 256 has 152 J4-characteristics of 256 and thus 456 pairs of 2FIs with

an aliasing index of 0.33; 381 pairs more than the design constructed from blocks of size

128. The 896-run design has a generalized resolution of 4.857. So, each pair of 2FIs in this

design has an aliasing index of either 0.143 or 0.

Among the design options in Table 5, the 768-run design constructed from 3 blocks

of size 256 has the smallest B4 value. Cheng et al. (2002) established an approximate

relationship between the D-efficiency for the two-factor interaction model and the B4 value
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of a strength-3 design. According to their relationship, a strength-3 design with a small B4

value tends to have a large D-efficiency. For this reason, the 768-run design constructed

from 3 blocks of size 256 has the largest D-efficiency for the two-factor interaction model.

The fact that the D-efficiencies in Table 5 are between 74% and 84% is because we restrict

ourselves to orthogonal designs that have ME contrast vectors that are orthogonal to the

2FI contrast vectors.

Lefebvre et al. (2010a) report that a simulation of an infrared sensor and a combat air-

craft requires about three minutes. Therefore, simulating all two-level combinations of our

strength-3 designs with 768 and 896 runs would require around 38 and 44 hours, respec-

tively, instead of 51 hours that required with the strength-4 1024-run design. This would

have saved 13 and 7 hours of computing time using the 768- and 896-run design options,

respectively. Further computing time savings can be achieved by running the blocks of runs

of the designs in parallel on different machines. The machines may have different compo-

nents such as numbers of processors, memory capacities and random generators, which

may result in different precisions and round-off errors for the simulations; see He and Ding

(2001), Click et al. (2011) and Harvey and Verseghy (2016) for studies showing how differ-

ent round-off errors and random generators may produce different numerical simulations of

complex processes. In our design options, block effects associated to the machines would

not be confounded with the MEs nor with the 2FIs. For the infrared sensor experiment,

we would prefer the 768-run design constructed from 3 blocks of size 256 because of its run

size economy and its higher D-efficiency for the two-factor interaction model in 28 factors.

An alternative approach for the infrared sensor experiment that departs from OAs is the

optimal design approach (Atkinson et al., 2007). Using the coordinate-exchange algorithm

(Meyer and Nachtsheim, 1995), as implemented in JMP 13, we constructed completely

randomized designs with 768 and 896 runs that maximize the D-efficiency for the two-

factor interaction model in 28 factors. We also constructed a 768-run block randomized

design in 6 blocks of size 128, a 768-run block randomized design in 3 blocks of size 256, and

a 896-run block randomized design in 7 blocks of size 128. Assuming a model including the

intercept, the block effects, all the MEs and all the 2FIs, these block randomized designs

maximize the D-efficiency for estimating the factors’ effects. For each design problem, we
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specified a maximum search time of 2 hours in JMP 13. We refer to the designs found

by the coordinate-exchange algorithm as D-efficient, since there is no guarantee that these

designs achieve the maximum possible D-efficiency.

The D-efficient completely randomized designs were not orthogonal and had every pair

of effects partially aliased. The D-efficiencies of the 768- and 896-run designs for the two-

factor interaction model in 28 factors were 89.03% and 91.81%, respectively. Figure 1

compares the performance of these D-efficient designs to our strength-3 designs in terms of

the standard errors for the ME and the 2FI estimates. The figure shows that the strength-3

designs outperform the D-efficient designs in terms of the estimation of the MEs as they

provide the smallest standard errors (SEs). Figure 1 shows that the maximum SE for the

2FI estimates is around 0.078 for the 768-run strength-3 designs. However, the median SE

for the 2FI estimates is different for these designs; the median SE for the design constructed

from 6 blocks of size 128 is around 0.054 whereas for the design constructed from 3 blocks

of size 256 is around 0.045. For the 896-run strength-3 design, the maximum and median

SEs for the 2FI estimates are 0.062 and 0.045, respectively. Figure 1 shows that the SEs

for the 2FI estimates based on the D-efficient designs are much more homogeneous and

also have a smaller maximum than the corresponding strength-3 designs.

The D-efficient block randomized designs provided block effects that were partially

confounded with the MEs and the 2FIs. Moreover, the ME contrast vectors were not

orthogonal to the 2FI contrast vectors in the D-efficient block designs. A comparison

(not shown here) between the D-efficient block designs and our blocked strength-3 designs

revealed similar results for the standard errors of the ME and the 2FI estimates as for the

completely randomized designs.

Our comparisons between the D-efficient designs and the strength-3 designs assume

that the MEs and the 2FIs are equally important. In that case, the D-efficient designs

are attractive alternatives. On the other hand, if the MEs are considered to be more

important than the 2FIs or, in other words, that effect hierarchy holds (Wu and Hamada,

2009, ch. 4), the strength-3 designs are more attractive as they can estimate all the MEs

with full precision while providing good detectability for 2FIs. More comparisons between

the performances of OAs and the optimal design approach can be found in Schoen (2010)
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Figure 1: Standard errors for effect estimates in 28-factor designs with 768 and 896 runs.

O: OA of strength 3; D: D-efficient design; O.N768.A: strength-3 OA constructed from 6

blocks of size 128; O.N768.B: strength-3 OA constructed from 3 blocks of size 256.

and Eendebak and Schoen (2017).

Finally, our blocked designs have some unique features that the D-efficient block designs

do not have. When running the simulations in blocks on multiple machines, each block

provides an estimate of the MEs. Because the block effects are not confounded with the MEs

and the 2FIs in our blocked designs, one can use the estimates of the MEs from different

blocks or machines to cross validate the results and to detect possible inconsistencies or

dependencies of the machines. Moreover, in the event that one of the machines produces

undesirable results, the reduced design would still have a strength of 3 and so it would still

be possible to estimate the MEs with full precision, independently from the 2FIs and the

block effects.

6 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we constructed large two-level nonregular designs of strength 3. We proposed

a method to construct the strength-3 designs by concatenating several isomorphic copies of
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a smaller two-level regular design with the same strength. Our construction method relies

on theoretical results to concatenate the isomorphic copies and an algorithmic approach to

improve the concatenated design. Our theoretical results suggest a systematic way in which

to permute a subset of factors in the copies and generate strength-3 designs with an aliasing

structure in which most, if not all, pairs of 2FIs are either partially aliased or not aliased

at all. The partially aliased interactions have an aliasing degree inversely proportional to

the number of concatenated copies. A set of complete words, consisting only of the factors

that are not permuted, may be present in our nonregular designs depending on the defining

relation of the regular design used. However, our VNS algorithm eliminates the complete

words from this set by sign switching one or more generated factors in the parent designs.

The supplementary materials include a Matlab implementation of our construction method.

We generated strength-3 nonregular designs with large run sizes that, to the best of

our knowledge, have not been explored before in the design literature. We constructed

nonregular strength-3 designs with 96-1280 runs and 9-40 factors. These designs were

generated from minimum aberration regular designs of resolution 4 with 32, 64, 128 and

256 runs. Our nonregular designs with run sizes that are not a power of 2 were previously

unknown and fill the gaps between available strength-3 designs with large run sizes. Our

nonregular designs with run sizes that are a power of 2 outperform the regular strength-

3 designs of Xu (2009) and some nonregular strength-3 designs of Xu and Wong (2007),

in terms of the aliasing among 2FIs. Supplementary Section G shows how to generate

our collection of strength-3 nonregular designs using supplementary tables. An attractive

property of our strength-3 designs is that they can be easily blocked so that the block

effects are not confounded with the MEs and the 2FIs. We showed the usefulness of our

strength-3 designs using an infrared sensor experiment.

Our constructed strength-3 designs are also useful for large-scale physical experiments.

Take the drug combination experiment as an example. Multi-drug combinations, which

deliver better efficacy and reduced side effects compared to single drug regimens, are applied

to treat malignant diseases such as cancers (Devita et al., 1975; Straetemans et al., 2005;

Chou, 2006; Ning et al., 2014). During the preparation of this paper, one of the authors

was called by his colleagues to help design a cancer immunotherapy experiment involving
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21 drugs. The researchers could afford a maximum of 477 two-level combinations indicating

the presence or absence of the drugs. The 384-run design in Table 3 is a good choice as

it can estimate all the MEs and all the 2FIs. As the design has a generalized resolution

of 4.66, the MEs can be estimated with maximum precision, which is preferred by the

researchers in order to screen important drugs. The researchers are currently testing drug

combinations using this design.

The data analysis for the strength-3 designs that permits the estimation of the two-

factor interaction model may be conducted using linear regression. Note that if the design

has repeat runs, these may be used to estimate the error variance for the significance tests.

For the designs that do not permit the estimation of the two-factor interaction model, one

may conduct the two-stage analysis of Miller and Sitter (2001). In the first step, standard

significance tests are used to identify the active MEs. Such tests can also benefit from a

pure error estimate of the error variance given by repeat runs in the design. In the second

stage, model selection techniques are used to identify the active 2FIs among those factors

identified in first stage, assuming that the number of active 2FIs is relatively small.

For 128, 256, 512 and 1024 runs, we did not find better designs than the best regular

strength-3 designs in terms of the G2-aberration criterion, because our focus on minimizing

the G-aberration criterion. An interesting topic for future research is to develop methods

for concatenating regular designs, provably of strength 2 or 3, so that the resulting designs

outperform the best regular designs in terms of the G2-aberration criterion. Good designs

can also be constructed by concatenating nonregular designs. For instance, concatenating

isomorphic copies of a nonregular design with a larger generalized resolution than a regular

design may lead to better concatenated designs than ours, in terms of the G-aberration

criterion. However, a challenge in the concatenation of nonregular designs is their com-

plex aliasing structure. Recently, Mee (2017) showed that the aliasing structure of some

nonregular designs can be summarized using defining relations. Another interesting topic

for future research is to concatenate isomorphic copies of these nonregular designs and to

study the aliasing structure of the concatenated designs through the defining relations. To

this end, we may also consider other classes of permutations such as the exponential or

logarithmic permutations used in Xiao and Xu (2017).
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary sections.pdf Proofs; issues with permuting other sets of factors and

with 2m−p designs with m − p not a prime number; details of regular designs used;

contributions of our theorems and algorithm to construct nonregular designs; tables

of two-level strength-3 designs; and, sets of factors for sign switching in the parent

designs.

Programs.zip Matlab implementation of the VNS algorithm.
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Table 1: Selected nonregular designs obtained from 32-run MA designs. d: number of

parent designs; s: design permits the estimation of all 2FIs; r: design has repeat runs.

Factors Runs GR F4(96, 64, 32) B4 d

9 96sr 4.66 (0, 0, 18) 2 3

10 96sr 4.66 (0, 0, 30) 3.33 3

160sr 4.8 (0, 0, 50) 2 5

11 96 4.66 (0, 0, 69) 7.67 3

160sr 4.8 (0, 0, 113) 4.52 5

12 96 4.66 (0, 0, 108) 12 3

160sr 4.8 (0, 0, 178) 7.12 5

13 96 4.66 (0, 0, 155) 17.22 3

160r 4.8 (0, 0, 255) 10.2 5

14 96 4.66 (0, 0, 213) 23.67 3

160r 4.8 (0, 0, 349) 13.96 5

15 96 4 (1, 0, 284) 32.55 3

160 4.4 (1, 0, 464) 18.92 5

16 96 4 (3, 0, 367) 43.7 3

128 4.5 (0, 13, 460) 32 4

160 4.4 (3, 0, 597) 24.96 5
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Table 2: Selected nonregular designs obtained from 64-run MA designs. A dash as an

element of the F4 vector means that the corresponding J4-characteristic does not exist. d:

number of parent designs.

Factors Runs GR F4(256, 192, 128, 64) B4 d

17 192 4.66 (−, 0, 0, 153) 17 3

18 192 4.66 (−, 0, 0, 198) 22 3

19 192 4 (−, 1, 0, 243) 28 3

20 192 4 (−, 2, 0, 291) 34.33 3

256 4.5 (0, 0, 14, 368) 26.5 4

320 4.4 (0, 2, 0, 459) 19.08 5

21 192 4 (−, 7, 0, 483) 60.66 3

256 4.5 (0, 0, 31, 572) 43.5 4

320 4.4 (0, 7, 0, 769) 33.28 5

22 192 4 (−, 11, 0, 579) 75.33 3

256 4 (1, 0, 42, 680) 54 4

320 4.4 (0, 13, 0, 917) 41.36 5

23 192 4 (−, 15, 0, 685) 91.11 3

256 4 (2, 0, 55, 792) 65.25 4

320 4.4 (0, 19, 0, 1077) 49.92 5

24 192 4 (−, 21, 0, 806) 110.55 3

256 4 (4, 0, 71, 924) 79.5 4

320 4.4 (0, 30, 0, 1267) 61.48 5

25 192 4 (−, 26, 0, 949) 131.44 3

256 4 (6, 0, 88, 1080) 95.5 4

320 4.4 (0, 40, 0, 1475) 73.4 5

26 192 4 (−, 38, 0, 1097) 159.88 3

256 4 (11, 0, 108, 1240) 115.5 4

320 4.4 (0, 63, 0, 1692) 90.36 5
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Table 4: Selected nonregular designs obtained from 256-run MA designs. d: number of

parent designs; s: design permits the estimation of all 2FIs; r: design has repeat runs.

Factors Runs GR F4(768, 512, 256) B4 d

24 768sr 4.66 (0, 0, 66) 7.33 3

25 768s 4.66 (0, 0, 84) 9.33 3

26 768s 4.66 (0, 0, 105) 11.67 3

27 768s 4.66 (0, 0, 127) 14.11 3

28 768s 4.66 (0, 0, 152) 16.88 3

29 768s 4.66 (0, 0, 184) 20.44 3

30 768 4.66 (0, 0, 215) 23.88 3

31 768 4.66 (0, 0, 255) 28.33 3

32 768 4.66 (0, 0, 297) 33 3

33 768 4.66 (0, 0, 347) 38.55 3

34 768 4.66 (0, 0, 404) 44.88 3

1024s 4.75 (0, 0, 456) 28.5 4

1280s 4.8 (0, 0, 608) 24.32 5

35 768 4 (1, 0, 455) 51.55 3

1024s 4.5 (0, 10, 496) 33.5 4

1280s 4.8 (0, 0, 692) 27.68 5

36 768 4 (3, 0, 492) 57.66 3

1024s 4.5 (0, 19, 560) 39.75 4

1280s 4.8 (0, 0, 773) 30.92 5

Table 5: Strength-3 design options for the 28-factor infrared sensor experiment.

Runs GR F4(256, 128) B4 D-efficiency (%) Blocks

768 4.66 (152, 0) 16.88 83.38 3

4.66 (25, 870) 26.94 74.61 6

896 4.857 (0, 1080) 22.04 79.90 7
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